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I. Introduction 

We report here on the curr2n~ status of a 1::leam -dynamical. calcula
ti.or~ which has been evolving at Los Alamos for nearly a year. This pa
per should be considered as an addeEdum to a:r:.d partial summary of a 
Los Alamos iE:ernal memo 1 which was written at the end of ApriL That 
report is considerably more complete and detailed than. this one; we shall 
emphas::ze bere the improvements and eXleEsions which have been made 
since then. 

A;; that time, most of our calcll1atioEs had been made for a 
LOus accelerator with plane symmetry, although some had utilized 

cylindrical symmetry in the accelerator sections with the beam con
strair~ed to move in only ope of the tcanSV2rse plar,es. Plane symmetry 
exaggerates the t:::'ansverse d'~foeusirig and radial-phase coupUng by a 
factor of two over the cylindricaJ CClBe; it vvas thendOI'e thought that con
elusions valid for the plar"-e problem wou~cl be pessimistic onr"s to apply 
to the cylindrLcal case. Ol;_~~ subseq~lt~n1; experience wHh the latter has 
borne thLs OLit. 

'I'he pf'iLcipal ad",Tar,ce whicl:J haE:; be"':E made since our earlier 
report is tlf" incorporation in'co the compute::. code of the other trans-· 
verse ("imens:ton enab} iog W3 to r;alcn1ate i :he real th:y'ee ··dimensional 
orbEs of the p:cotons as coctcast2d -So 2 or 2,-1/2 dimensions before. 
By 2 -,1! 2 dimensions we mean three"dimensiona] nelds with orbits 
cOLstraicced to two dimer'.siocs. 'Ne now take proper account of such 
things as x<y interaction and ::he effects of random rotahons of the quads 
about the lofJg3tudina: aii:l.s. The addition 0::' the third dimension has, un· 
::ort' . .1r.ate~y, nearly doubled the runniDg U.mi2 on the computer J but m2;.chine 
~ime has not been a serious problem as yet. 

Another change which has bljenmade is in th.e part of the code whic;h 
des~;,gns the accelerator sc;ctiO,:5. Instead of designing them 'NEh a con" 
sta~.t :r'f gradient, as b(,for':~, w~" rLOW design them with a constar"i. pO'Iv'::" 
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consumption, for an obvious practical reason. The number of cells per 
section is, as before, a constant. 

lIg Method 

We give here only a very sketchy description of the method used in 
the calculation: the interested reader can find much more detail in refer
ence 1. 

The 7f-mode rf field effective in accelerating the beam is assumed 
to be only that standing wave made up of components which have phase 
velocities equal to ~. the synchronous pa>':'ticle velocity, and the impulse 
received by each particle in crossing a cell is approximated by that 
received by a particle moving across the ceH in a straight line paraEel. 
the axis at constant speed. We call th.1s the impulse approximation. 
The justification for these procedures is dlSC1]ssed in reference 1, and 
seems to be quite solid for the proton energies with which we are con ~ 
cerned. 

The longitudinal and radial impulses calculated in this way are 

17 - - 7T Eo 10 ( K r) cos ".{) 
L, 2 w '+" 

. 7r EO 
Ir =-"2W- II ( K r) sir; f' ' 

(1) 

where 10 and II are Bessel functions of imagiLary argument, EO is the 
ma:x.imum amplitude of the synr~hron01]s component of the rf field, 

K =- 1f / L ~, and cp is the pha~(,:: of the proton entering the gap relati-;re 
to thp time at which the E field is a mcLximum. Our convention is 1.0 take 
the synchronous phase g~~tiv~;t"hus Eqs. (1) predict a radial defocusiEg 
of t.he synchronous pa':'ticle as is required by Earnshaw's theorem. 

The acceleration received by each particle in each cell is com' 
puted by Eqs. (1), aLd the bur.:ch is thus trar,sport~d to the end of the 
sec-l:ion. At this poi11.t it enterR a magnet] c quadrupole le:cs system, 
wH!.:h can be a singlet, doublet, or triplet. On the assump:;]on that the 
transverfe velocity is small compared to the 10n.gitudinaT velocity., the 
x and Vx coordinates of a particle, on passir .. g through a quad, are 
changed to 

Xl 
Vx sin 

( .at) 
cos (n t) (2) n sinh + x 
cosh 

I cos 
ilt) n sin (n vx = v ( + x t) 

x cosh sinh 
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where t is the time spent in t he quad, and the upper (lower ) signs and 
symbols refer to a focusing (defo cus ing) magnet. Similar equations a r e 
obtained for y ' and v " with the upp e r and lower signs and symbols 
interchanged. n is the n atural t r ansv erse oscillat ion frequency of a 
particle passing through the magnet, and i s given by 

2 ( ). )2 v z . , (n / w) ::: 3.22 - - H (kilogauss/em) 
2 Tr 4f c 

(3 ) 

for protons. 

The bunch is transport ed t h r ou gh t h e quadrupoles by Eqs. (2), and 
allowed to drift through any drift space s which may be present. Then 
the computer designs the next section and the p r o c ess is repeated. 

III. Calculations 

Perhaps the most efficient way t o expl a in t he features of the code 
is to display the input par amete rs and the fo r m of the output graphs. 
Figure 2 shows the input parameters for the current v ersion of our 7094 
Fort ran code. This problem s imulate s an a c cel e r ator of 50 sections, 
each 40 cells long, separated by magnet systems of length equal to 4 c ell 
lengths. The magnet systems c an be sin glet, doublet, or t r iplet; t he 4 
ce1l lengths include the int ernal drift s p aces for the doublet and the triple t . 
As is illustrated in Fig. 1, this setup allows n o space between the sections 
and the lens system for installat ion of plumbing o r probes; we therefore 
have made provision fo r some extra drift spac e b efo r e the beginn ing of 
the magnet system. This ext r a drift space inp ut also allows study of th e 
effect of the necessary gap in t he a c c eler at or at t h e fr equency transition 
point, and of a gap fo r a pos s ible inte r m edia te ener gy s t ation. 

The magnet systems have length p r oportional to /3 (line 1); but the 
quads themselves are, say 10 e m (line 5) l on g fo r the whole length of 
the machine. It takes two quads t o make a doubl et; four (10 - 20-10 cm) 
to make a triplet. This m e ans that t he effective s trength of t he lens in
creases with the energy if t h e qu a d s tren gt h stays c on stant. Line 5 and 
line 6 of Fig. 2 contain the re st of the fo cusing system par ameters, 
cont ained in 

(4 ) 

c in Eq. (4) is the "quad coeffi cient", t hy s yn chr onous energy E is 
rai sed to the "quad exponent" n , an d HO i s the field gradient (in 
kG/ cm) of the quads at the b eginn in g of t h e machine. We hav e not made 
an exhaustive study of variation s ' in c and n; what we have don e, how 
ev e r, indicat es that the optim um i s n e a r c =: n :=; O. 
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In the 7th line are two remaini;:g parameters which complete the 
description of the focusing system. The orientation of the first quad 
encountered by the beam is specified by saying whether it is converging 
or diverging in x. The repeat length is the periodicity of the lens 
system. For example, a doublet system with 4 section repeat length 
w.mld be, schematically, 

O -+ 11+ - r--l+ -r---l_ + II. - + r-I+ - fJ 
~.8. L-I L-..J ~ L-J L-J LJ···&· 

A repeat length between 6 and 12 sections seems best for triplets, and 
an infinite repeat length does weE for doublets. Short repeat lengths 
give rise to unstable intervals in the stable ra::lge of quad streng-th. 

More parameters to determine., the geometry are m li!'.e 3 of Fig. 2. 
Synchronous input energy and design phase are self~explanatory. Phase 
srIift and design beam load are numbers which describe the energy now 
alor:.g the section, from cell to cell. We refer to reference 1 for disCIS
sion of them; here we only say that these and other effects which cal1se 
variatiop. in phase velocity of the rf in time a::cd position seem to cause 
EO serious trouble. We have studied machiues with constartt cell lergth 
within a sectioE, rather than phase velocity:: II synchronous II partie};::: 
velocity everywhere, which is what the code usually requires. Con.stant 
cell lengtl1 has r~o noticeablE; de1.etF:rious effect for 40 cells per sectior:; 
for :much lOl'1,;ger sec~iorL3J how2\Uer, it rE:duces the phase ac(~epta:rlce. 

ThE-; hole radi-us has no effe,ct on the fields, sin.ce we use o.:}:!.y the 
lcwest Fou:r".ie~r' component; its only function is to pro\Tide criterion for 
deeiding whether a give!'. p:roton 18 shE in the machice. We throw ou~, 
particles wh,En their radii e:xceo:,d Ro,' and o:lly then. Particles after'. 
spill out of the phase-elE::cgy bl~cket and stay in the machine to the end 
due to the action of the quads. Our results indicah"'" in fact, that the rf 
can be turr~ed off in a couple of sections nE""ar the s ~art) resu.lting in the 
loss of the entire b·eam from the b-JckE,t" but the entire beam will be 
traEsported to the target. Also, the rf co.n be t::;rned off '2nt:i-~~ely 11Pgi~l' 
lung at any point and the bearn win coast o~JtJ or a fecN sr-~ctions can be 
run with reversed rf and all slJbseq:J,ent ones 'Nlth rf off. 1r: this la t;',E:':' 

case a 600 MeV beam, say, can be rnade to come ( 1).1: at the 800 M-=::V end 
of the machi:r:e \vith the rnicrostr-:Jcbre wholly de':)U.ncb2d and a spread of 
20 Mev. The drift leEgth is shortf':'r if a hig\'",er 'c:ne.rgy spread is aUow
abJ.<2, ar~d vice ,Tersa. Thus a vadable energy rnachiGt2 codd be de~igr;t~d 
'Nith a maximum energy of 800 MeV {no deb-(J.nc>hg} a~ld a comple de'~ 

bJnched beam avaHabJe from' 700 Me,l on down. Reference 1 cOl'liain2 a 
more qua~ltitatiye discussion of this point. 
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Drift space between Accelerating ~ 
sections some section containing 
integral multiple of Nc ~-mode cells. 
~ty2. Cell length within 

section either pro
grammed or constant. 

Magnetic quadrupole 
focussing system. 
Triplet illustrated; 
sign sequence and 
strengths programmed 
from section to 
section. 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of accelerator structure. 

50 SECTIONS 40 CELLS PER SECTION 200 PROTONS IN BUNCH MAGNET SYSTEMS 4 CELLS LONG 

DRIFT SPACE OF LENGTH 2 CELL LENGTHS AFTER THE 100TH SECTION REPEATED EVERY 1 TIT SECTION 

INPUT ENERGYc 1. 765E 02 DESIGN PHASEo -3. OOOE 01 PHASE SHIFTo O. DESIG"I BEAM LOADo -0. 

HOLE RADIUSo 2. 000E-02 SECTION POWERo 5.000E-01 RANDOM START AT 1. 900E 01 

INITIAL QUAD GRADIENTo 3. OOOE 00 QUAD LENGTHo 1.000E-01 FREE SPACE WAVELENGTHo 3.750E-01 

QUAD COEFFICIENTo -0. QUAD EXPONENTo -0 

TRIPLET LENS SYSTEMS FIRST QUAD DIVERGING IN X 12 SECTION HEPEAT LENGTH 

SECTIONWISE AMPLITUDE ERRORo -0. CELLWISE AMPLITUDE ERRORo -0. SECTIONWISE PHASE ERRORe -0. 

QUAD FIELD ERRORo -0. QUAD DISPLACEMENTo 10.000E-04 SECTION TWISTo -0. QUAD nOTATIO"lo -0. 

RF AMPLITUDE MULTIPLIED BY O. FOR 0 SECTIONS STARTING WITH NUMBER 100 

ENERGY LIMITS 1. 765E 02. 1. 765E 02 PHASE LIMITS -6. OOOE 01, 3. OOOE 01 

X LIMITS -2. 000E-02, 2.000E-02 Y LIMITS -2. 000E-02, 2.000E-02 

VR LIMITS -4. 000E-03, 2.000E-03 VTH LIMITS -0, , -0. 

Figure 2. Input Parameters for Computer Code. 
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Section power (megawatts) is in the input because rf gradient isn' t. 
The sections are designed to consume a given amount of power with a 
20 rnA proton current and a ~T2 given by an empirical formula for the 
cloverleaf structure (Knapp, LASL) 

ZT 2 = 65 f3 I (f3 + O. 76 ) Mn 1m (5) 

We chose 1 I 2 Megawatt as the section power because the power supplies 
envisioned at LASL will deliver IV 1 Megawatt and splitting between two 
sections is feasible and will give sect{ons of reasonable lengths and rf 
gradi ent; namely, 40 cells (4 meters up t o 6 meters at 800 MeV) and 1. 35 
at 175 down to 1. 20 MV/m synchronous particle energy gain at 800 MeV. 
The code designs each section with a synchronous pha se velocity and c on
verge s on a given section power iteratively. 

Random start has nothing t o do with the machine o r beam dynamics ; 
it merely tells where to start reading the random number table. Random 
numbers are used for g~nerating the seven "standard" kinds of random 
errors (uniformly distributed) listed in lines 8 and 9 (we have studied the 
effects of a number of other errors, besides those listed here ), and also 
for generating the proton bunc h. The bunch parameters are those in the 
last 3 lines of Fig. 2. It is characterized by upper and lower energy 
limits, phase limits, x and y, vr and v 8 limits. All the par ticle c o 
ordinates but phase are chosen by the rana.om number generato r . 

IV. Results 

Our code should be abl e to g iven an answer to the question, · 1IAre 
doublets or triplets better at fo cusing the beam in the high.energy lin ac? II 
The answer, we think, is t hat triplets ar e . Tr iplets give an accept ance 
zone in transverse phas e space about 50% b i gger than doublets in the 
example shown on Fig. 3. 7r milliradian - cm corresponds to the area of 
the small rectangle; we see therefore that either doublets or triplets are 
easily capable of accepting t he transverse output thought to emanate from 
t he drift tube section. Random errors of 1 mm in di spl acement of the 
lens system parallel to the axis cut the acceptance are a by about 30% for 
each case. Radial beam confine ment as reflected by the rms radii for 
the bunch see ms about the same for triplets as for doublets; this is 
shown for triplets on the bottom curve on F ig. 4. Our tentative conclu
sion is that on the basis of s implicity and lower cost, doublets are prefer
able, unless doublet tilt or independent quad alignment tolerances p rove 
to b e excessively stringent, or very large transverse ac c eptance turns 
out to be n ecessary. 
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Fig. 3: Approximate acceptance envelopes in transverse sphase space 
for doublet and tr~plet focussing systems, both without errors. 
Crosshatched rectangle encloses n mill1radian-centimeter beam area. 
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As an example of how the effect of a particular kind of error may 
be evaluated, we take a run for which the elements of the triplets are in
depel!..dently and randomly rotated about the longitudinal axis, up to a 
maximum angle of 2:. O. 50. Figure 5 shows the transverse ir::>.put, a rec~ 
tangle in X.' y space translated to r2, v r' Figures 6 a, 6b, 6c are a 
se:cLes of phase-energy plots of the bUDch as it progresses down the 
machine. Figure 7a, finally, is t.he summary plot, showing the rms 
radius and phase deviation from synchronous of the bunch, radius and 
phase of a particular particle, and the total Eumber of surviving protons, 
all as a function of section number. Especially interesting here is the 
rms radius, which should be compared with Figs. 7b, 7c, which show 
the same for 0 and 10 quad rotation, respect.ively. See also Fig. 8, 
which is the summary graph for doublets with 10 quad rotatior'so 

The effects of the other kir;ds of errors which we have s~;udied ~and 
are enumerated and discussed in reference 1) can be summariz2d by say
iLg that no obviously impossible tolerances are imposed by beam dynamical 
requirements on the geometrical and electromagnetic parameters which 
we have varied. For example, sectionwise rf amplitude and phase toler
ances are of the order of 2% and 20 . Tank a~xes can be a millimeter OU1 

of alignment (for 2 cm radius aperture), while the allowable spread iL 
indiviudal quadrupole field gradierts is about 1(1<,. Bench alignmeci t01er-
8.r.ces for the triplet leES systems are a few !QiL.?_.; we have not yet 
determined them for doublets. 

LAPOSTOLLE: You mentioned the possib1lity of deb;}Echirrg the beam 
in the last sections, especially 'Nhen you use yo'..:r" machine for a slightly 
lower energy. I thmk that for some experiments I!: mIght be interesting 
not to debunch but to use an rf structure, very short bunches. Would it 
be possible to keep the rf structUI'f: even at a lower er,ergy. 

-vISSCHER: Yes, well it depends on what energy you want. It is not 
possible to get the rf structure out .if 'wE let it. drift all the way from, 
let's say, 300 MeV, because then th(~~ eL';;:;r"gy spread in the bur;ch will 
i~self be sufficient to debuEch v I think. 

WALKINSHAW: You could keep your r'f or and change the respective 
phasing along the tanks if you rec"".llbrate your phaSing. 

LAPOSTOLLE: That was my original question. 

'lISSCHER: Yes, but it wouldn1i; be somethlEg simple like just turning 
off the rL 
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IECTION NUIIIU 

Fig. 4: Summary graph for triplet system. Particles are rejected for 
excessively large radius every 10 sectionsj the r.m.s. phase 
goes off scale because protons are lost from the phase bucket 
without blowing up radially. The "reference particle" is al
ways that proton whose initial phase is smallest among the sur
viving particles, Quad displacement error for this run was 
1 mm. 
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TENG: It would be possible only if the sections were short enough. 

VISSCHER: Maybe it wouldnlt be possible because the section length 
and the cell length wouldn It at all correspond with the beta of the particle 
that is drifting through. 

WALKINSHAW: I donlt think t.hat matters. 

TENG: Well it doesn't matter if it is short enough, but are ~chey? 

VISSCHER: In order for an accelerator section to be of any use in retai.n
ing the bunch structure, the number of cells in the section has to be less 
than about 

N < X (..x - 1) ()f + 1 ). , 

4 6([ 

where 6¥ is the difference (mass units) between the synchronous energy 
and the beam energy. Thus, for example, in order to use a 700 MeV 
section to retain rf structure in a 600 MeV beam, the section length 
would be limited to 27 cells. (Otherwise the phase change of the beam 
within the section will exceed 180

0
.) For an energy difference of 300 MeV, 

say, this restriction becomes impossibly stringent. The beam s:_o'~d be 
coasted out with a bunched structure by inserting special ri' bunchers 
between sections, but I donlt think the accelerating sections themselves 
could be used for this prupose. 

WALKINSHAW: Could you give a figure for the growth in transverse 
phase space area (with misalignment errors) relative to the phase space 
area of the synchronous particle? That is the increase in the transverse 
phase space area when errors are introduced. 

VISSCHER: We have not yet made extensive studies of thetr'ansverse 
motions in three dimensions, but from those we have done combined 
with some extrapol aboTIs from the two-dimensional runs, I would expect 
the transverse phase sp ace area of the beam to incr'ease by less than a 
factor of two from 200 to 800 MeV with reasonable errors in quad align
ment and rotation and sec tion tilt. 
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n/10 < v~/v < {n + 1)/10. 
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-'00-01 -450 -000 ... a 

LEA,/N' S(CT/ON a.p~O'~ANN(a [N[~'" 1.7'5[ al 
[NUH YS PHAI[ PLOT ITNiOL D[NOTEI IADIAL DISPlACEICNT 

QUAD UADJ(N" O. K/lO'AUU/CN. [NUH U/N' O. NYI"TU IUN lOAD/N" "'13r-'1 

Fig. 00: Phase-energy input for quad rotation run. Phase interval is 
3 times synchronous phase; energy interval is zero, but the 
points will fill most of the range of the ordinate after 
the first section, since the phase oscillation wavelength is 
less than 3 sections for near-synchronous particles. A plot 
symbol n means the proton has n/l0 ~ r/RO < (n + 1 )/10. 
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Fig. 6b: The same as Fig. 6a, but after 5 sections. The points would 
lie on a smooth curve were it not for the radial-phase inter
action which causes the phase development to depend on the 
(initially random) transverse position., At this point the 
pattern bas already rotated more than l"i" times. 
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Fig. 7a: 

II(T'OII HUMIO 

o 
Summary plot for run with quad rotation errors of 0.5 • 
r.m.s. radius shows a slight buildup, and a particle is 
radially at section 80. 

The 
lost 
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Fig. 7b: Same as Fig. 7a, but with no errors. R.M.S. radius is quite flat. 
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Fig. 7c: 
o 0 

Same as Fig. 7a, but with 1 rather than 0.5 quad rotation 
errors. 
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Fig. 8: 

SEC TI ON NUM8ER 

o Summary plot for doublets with quad rotation errors of 1 , 
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